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INTRODUCTION

North-East India is struggling with the problems of economic
development The region depends on imports of foodgrains and other
products like fish, egg etc. on large scale in spite of vast land mass
remaining unutilised in the marshy areas ofthe plains and particularly
in the hills. In the industrial field, the region has only 1.8 per cent of
the registered factories and employing less than 2 per cent of the
factory workers of the country. Almost every item ofmass consumption
and every item ofconspicuous consumption is imported from the rest
ofthe country. In spite ofthe region having a long heritage ofweaving
every metre ofmill made textile and every item ofhosiery product is
imported what is more, most ofthe few medium and small industries
outside the corporate sector are owned and managed by non-local
entrepreneurs who had been living in the region for a very long time,
ond contributing much to economic development of North-East India.
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INTRODUCTION

North-East India is struggling with the problems of economic
development. The region depends on imports offoodgrains and other
products like fish, egg etc. on large scale in spite of vast land mass
remaining unutilised in the marshy areas ofthe plains and particularly
in the hills. In the industrial field, the region has only 1.8 per cent of
the registered fiictories and employing less than 2 per cent of the
factory workers ofthe country. Almost every item ofmass consumption
and every item ofconspicuous consumption is imported fi-om the rest
ofthe country. In spite ofthe region having a long heritage ofweaving
every metre ofmill made textile and every item of hosiery product is
imported what is more, most of the few medium and small industries
outside the corporate sector are owned and managed by non-local
entrepreneurs who had been living in the region for a very long time,
and contributing much to economic development ofNorth-East India.

Agriculture is based on traditional low technology, subject to
periodic ravages of floods and droughts in the plains while in the hills
terrace cultivation through crop diversification on scientific basis is yet
to replace shifting cultivation which destroys rich top layer soil and
green coverage on a large scale. The household industries using age
old technique, failing to bring innovation are gradually decaying due

,to its failure to cater the new taste of modem consumers. Thus the
entire North-East India is caught up in a low productivity and low
income syndrome.

The value system ofthe societies ofthe different ethnic and cultural
groups of North-East India are mostly grounded to fetalism based on
continuity and traditions, customs and usages. TTie potentialities created
by modem science and technology are either really known or not readily
available ornot systematically applied owing to the advice to preserve
the tradition and heritage.
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2) • Sociological Constraints to Industrial Development in NE India

TABLE 2.1 : Number of Applications on the Registers of Employment Exchanges
in the Seven States (at the end of December 1986)

(In -000)

State No. of registrations No of pfacemcnis No of applicants
e/Tccted during Jan. clTectcd during on the registers

to Dec. 1986 Jan to Dec. 1986 at the end of

Dec. 1986

Arunachal Pradesh 3.5 0.4 15.2

Assam 209.1 5.2 812.3

Manipur 41.7 0.9 258.8

Meghalaya 5.6 0.2 22.7

Nagaland 4.3 0.4 20.4

Mizoram 7.7 0.6 30.6

Tripura 14.4 2.0 107.4

Source ; Director General of Employment & Training, New Delhi, quoted in
NEC, Basic Statistics of North-Eastem Region 1995, p. 142.

Numbers ofapplicantson the live registersdo not exactly measure
the numbers of unemployed; yet tliese figures are indicative of the fact
that the North-Eastem States are saddled with the serious problems of
growing number ofjob seekers. We may also get a broader perspective
ofthe unemployment problem from the data aboutworkforce participation,
employment and unemployment scenario in the region. This is given in
Table 2.2.

TABLE 2.2 ; Workforce Participation, Employment and Unemployment in NER

State Workforce partici Employment in Unemployment
pation rates organized sector as a % of labour

J991 (lakh) force (1987-88)

Arunachal Pradesh 46.24 — 0.2

Assam 36.09 10.47 5.6

Manipur 42.18 0.56 2.2

Meghalaya 42.67 0.69 0.3

Mizoram 48.91 0.34 0.1

Nagaland 42.68 0.66 4.5

Tripura 31.14 0.98 4.4

India 37.46 268.19 3.8

Source : Economic and Political Weekly. May 21 1994, p. 1306.

f
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The table shows that unemployment rates in Assam, Nagaland
and Tripura are higher than the all-India rate of 3.8 per cent.
lUnemployment in the other four states are lower than the all-India rate,
but it is so because their economies are predominantly subsistence
agriculture based; therefore visible unemployment is not that prominent.
Yet the extent of educated unemployment in all these states is quite
alarming as thepicture inTable 2.1 indicates.

The distortions in the structural process of development may be
noted from the facts about the sectoral distribution of State Domestic
Products of these States as given in Table 2.3. These data have been
compiled bythe Tata Consultancy Services.

' TABLE 2.3 : SDP and its Sectoral Distribution in 1984-85 (at 1970-71 prices)
(Rs. crores)

State

Arunacha!

; Pradesh

jAssam
'.Manipur

^Meghalaya
^jMizoram
•Nagaland

gTripura

Sector

Primary Secondary Tertiary Total

29,20 (53.3) 3.38 (6.3) 22.16 (40.4) 54.74 (100)
664.30 (50.8)173.00 (13.3) 469.40 (35,9) 1306.70 (100)

40.70 (45.4)

32.59 (39.9)

7.71 (28.9)

22.60 (28.9)

88.77 (61.00)

6.33

5.38

0.67

1.96

5.33

(7.2)

(6.6)

(2.5)

(2.5)

(3.7)

42.51 (47.4)

43.67 (53.49)

18.33 (68.6)

53.73 (68.6)

51.43 (35.3)

89.54

81.64

26.71

78.29

145.53

(100)

(100)

(100)

(100)

(100)

Source : Tata Consultancy Services, A Perspective plan for NER Phase I, p. 86.

Noie: Figures witliij^^kets indicate percentages.
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22 Sociological Constraints to Industrial Development in NE India

providing employment opportunities fertile working population.
The need for expansion of the secondary sector will be also clear

firm the facts about occupational distribution of main workers as revealed
by the 1991 Census. Theposition is shown in Table 2.4.

TABLE 4 : Proportion of Main Workers lo Total Population and Distribution of
Main Workers by Type of Occupation as in 1991.

(in terms ojpercentage)
Slate Main Cultivators

workers
Agri.

labourers
Household

ind.

processing,
servicing &

repairi ng

Other

workers

Arutiachal Pradesh 45.22 60.36 5.12 0.19 19.47
Assam 31.19 50.90 12.08 0.88 11.11
Manipur 38.55 61.77 6.69 5.80 15.30
Meghalaya 40.32 55.31 12.51 0.40 14.75
Mizoram 42.09

61.35 3.28 1.02 22.6i
Nagaland 42.29

72.65 1.41 0.38 17.19
Tnpura 29.09

38.09 23.38 1.42 19.06

Source : Census of India, Paper
North-Eastern Region

2 of 1992, as quoted in NEC, Basic Statistics
1995, p. 14,

tTa 1for?r ir for the major part of
K proocrttn r ''''• as 'main workers'-

Z!thfrH '"r are quiteJ^allied activities for their iZlihrn^TK agriculture
radition of several cottage industries^ 'h ^
handicrafts.^^4is secL nm Z ^ of artistic and useful

-*trs in ' occupation for less than one per
faninurthZ ' Assam, Meghalaya and

^f^categoty of 'othpr f"' respectively,
ers, those in trari ^®rkers' include 'factory worker.political or social ZrkZ '̂"' transport, miniuSj

Wteachers, priests pnt '• Sovemment servants, munic'P

p^ployment in the omaniLr^^"' 'fir,it may be safely concluded excepting f
^-Eastern States are outside »i, "f the other workers in the
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The problems oflow level ofworkforce participation and growing
unemployment viewed in the context of the predominance of the primary
sector in the sectoral distribution of SPP. and in providing livelihood for
more than two-thirds of the main workers reflect the sectorally
unbalanced pattern ofgrowth being experienced by these states. Such a
process cannot be a self-sustaining and robust process of growth. The
problems of unemployment and poverty also cannot be tackled by such
a pattern of growth. The process of industrialisation will help bring
about occupational diversification and achieve higher rate of growth of
SDP as development of industries will entail adoption of higher
technology, rises in labour productivity and rates of accumulation and
investment. This will also give a spurt to the growth of the primary
sector by making it possible to modemize that sector by supplying
inputs and creating increased demand for primary products and absorbing
surplus labour thrown up by that sector. In fact, there is a kind of
symbiotic relation between the growth of agriculture and that of industry.

Development of industries is not only required for bringing about
structural balance in the economy and diversification of productive
activities, for expansion ofemployment opportunities but also to make
the process of development a sustainable one through maintaining
ecological balance. Too much of dependence on fanning of land for
sustenance ofthe population will lead to depletion ofrenewable resources
and destruction of bio-diversity. But the technology of production,
operational scale and input-output structure of developing industries in
the region should be in conformity with resource endowments and
physiographical features ofthe North-Eastem states.

The Existing IndustrialScenario

Structurally, the industries sector is composed of the traditional
household industries run by the innumerable households using
traditional technology and using locally available forest resources and
agricultural, plantation and horticultural products, and the industrial units
developed in the modem organized sector which use the region's mineral
resources as main inputs applying higher technology.

The third component of the industry sector relates to the tea
plantation industry. Though plantation of tea crop is an agrarian
operation, the final product comes out through manufacturmg process.

In Table 2.5,the position about large and medium scale and small
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The position about the household sector will be known from the
fact that in 1992 there were 95,129 craftsmen in the seven North-Eastera
states taken together, who produced handicrafts of the value of Rs.
6613.1 lakhs. (NEC, ibid., p. 155). In the powerloom industry, out of
1,638 authorized powerlooms only 629 were installed as in 1988. But
only 153 of installed powerlooms were active in that year. There were 6
mills with authorized spindles of 1,45,340 in 1988. Butnumber of installed
spindles were 1,00,042 (j'A/d, p. 152). In 1988 there were 13,726 handlooms
out of which active commercial ones number only 1,343.

From the above facts it is evident that the household sector is still
far from becoming an important area of industrial activity to expand
employment opportunities and income. The process of industrialisation
in the modem organized sector also, because of certain structural
characteristics, has not been an overall growth boosting one. Tea
industry was developed by foreign enterprise and capital mainly as an
export-oriented activity, manifesting an enclave type of highly organized
capitalist sector surrounded by subsistence form of low technology and
non-surplus generating farm economy. It had almost no spin off effect
on expanding productive activities in the non-farm sector. After the
foreigners left, teagardens have come to berun byIndian entrepreneurs,
most ofwhom hail from outside the region.

The same trend continues even in the post-Independence period.
A majority of the industries set up in the modem organized sector,
which are not state enterprises, have been developed by outside
enterprise. Role of local capital and enterprise in the starting and running
of these units has been minimal. The majority of the industrial workers
have come from outside the region. These industries have been using
up local resources without generating perceptible multiplier effect on
the growth of regional employment and income. Leakage of resources
and income from the region is dampening the process of accumulation
and industiral growth on a sustainable basis.

The Structure oflndustrial Economy to be Built Up

Nearly 70 per cent of the territorial spread of the North-Eastem States
(2.55 lakh sq. kms.) covers hill terrain interspersed with innumerable hill
streams and a number of rivers. No wonder, hill hamlets are widely
scattered. The level of urbanization is also quite low: only 13.89 per cent
of the population lives in towns. The region's surface transport link
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Sociological Constraints toIndustrial Development in NE India

with the rest ofIndia is only through a narrow corridor in North Bengal.
Water transport facility between NER and other parts of the country is
also restricted since this involves passing through the waterways in
Bangladesh. Moreover, there is agrowing opposition from different ethnic
groups to the extension of railway lines into the territories of their
respective states out ofan apprehension that easy flow of traffic will
result in rising rate of migration of population from outside. For the
same reason these groups are strongly against the abolition of the Inner
Line pass system restricting entry ofpeople from other states.

For all these reasons prospects of development of transport and
communication network are seriously handicapped. In such a scenario,
the industrialization programme in these states need to be structurally
decentralized by setting up of small scale and household industries
based on the locally available agricultural, forest and other resources
using labour intensive technology and producing goods and services
for meeting both local demands and exports to other regions. For the
latter purpose stress needs to be given on high value low-volume
products. ®

There however, certain lines of production, such as, oil refiniag'
na ural gas based industries, mineral extractions, etc where production
will have to be organized on a scale that will enable enjoyment of
economies of scale. These should preferably be In the public sector. Of
course, the current milieu of the counny-s economic system and

SS tfsirr,': and providing incentivesfocJMfclra esec or 0start industrial units in the region, But taking nP
iSonfc e°? ^ "'8 '"""^WesTn the region using

JKuriding area of the^IocT''''
fCale displacement of neon! T" ^^ontrary, it will caU
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in the NE states as a means for diversifying productive activities,
generating surplus for enhancing the overall process of accumulation
and investment without which economic development on a sustained
basiswillnot be feasible. Economic'development mustnot mean jobless
growth. It must expand employment opportunities on a wider scale and
growth of income.

Sociological and Cultural Dimensionsof Industrialisation

The process of industrialisation through the development of small scale
and household industries on a wide scale will entail application of
necessary entrepreneurial skill in mobilizing capital, adopting higher
technology for turning out cost-effective output of goods and services,
marketing of output etc. The traditionally run household and cottage
industrieswill have to compete with the high-tech large scale industries.
The former caimot survive such competition without adopting appropriate
technology, improved management system and, of course, government
support at least up to a certain period of time. Such a pattern of
development need to be preceded by social development, that is, spread
of literacy, education and training in the required skills, etc., and the
promotion of the culture of entrepreneurship. The whole process
involves changes in the social framework through the propagation and
absorption of new ideology and values.

The literacy ratio and educational attainments of the younger
generation in the North-East States have been steadily rising.
Considerable progress has also been achieved in the field of higher
education—both general and technical. Access of the people to medical
and health care facilities has been widening. Development of
infrastructure, such as, roads and transport facilities, communication
lines, power-supply, administrative bodies covering even the remote
areas, etc. combined with political development involving creation of
more states and the Autonomous District Councils, etc. have been
opening up the possibilities of achieving further social development.
Yet certain constraints have been impedingthe process ofmodernization
and change. Traits of localism, primitivism, self-sufficiencism, etc. are
still quite in evidence.

The process of industrialisation is one of the facets of the process
ofmodernization, and the North-Eastem States have been making efforts
to achieve social, economic, political and administrative developments
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28 Sociological Constraints to Industrial Development in NE India

on an unprecedented scale. Necessarily, the cultural matrix has been
also changing. Such a process cannot be frictionless, and it is quite
evident in the form ofethnic disturbances and growing differentiation in
the social framework.

The process ofdevelopment in these states has been predominantly
government-induced and government-financed. But progressively the
individual initiative within the framework of community support has to
carry forward the process of development an important component of
which must be the process of industrialisation. This calls for the
cultivation of the spirit of enterprise and initiative. In this respect these
states are at a disadvantage in the sense that the value of the legitimacy
of entrepreneurship is still not very strong here. Because of several
restrictions on free movement of, and transactions in, inputs including
manpower between the rest of India and this region and reservation of
jobs, trading rights, etc., the market system is not opening up and various
vested interests are emerging in the society. This trend has been leading
to the rise of the rentier class, and the share of rent in the total income
has been rising. This acts as a brake on the growth of accumulation of
capital for investment in productive activities and cultivation of the
spirit of enterprise and risk-taking.

According to the psychological approach to the process of
economic development, "a society with a high level ofachievement will
produce more energetic entrepreneurs who, in turn, produce more rapid
economic development... it must satisfy us to have learned that high
need for achievment leads people to behave in most of the ways they
should behave if they are to fulfil the entrepreneurial role successfully
as it has been defined by economists, historians, sociologists . . . ."
(McClelland 1971: xii-xiii). There is truth in this assertion which explains
the^ow pace ofdevelopment ofentrepreneurial skill in this region.

I J.A. Schumpeter has outlined the role ofthe entrepreneur in bringing
about economic development. The entrepreneur carries out new
combinations which may mean the introduction of a new good and that
of a new method of production, opening of a new market, finding out of
a new source ofsupply of raw materialsor half-manufactured goods and
carrying out of new organization of any industry (Schumpeter 1961)
Schumpeter has not, however, discussed the social and cultura
environment that favours the growth ofenterprise. In fact, the mainstream
economists starting with the premise that an individual has the basic
motivation to maximize his gain, assume that "entrepreneurial activities

Statusof and Sociological Constraint on Industrial. 29

will emerge more or less spontaneously when economic conditions are
favourable," The favourable conditions are: availability ofcapital, access
to markets, labour supply, raw materials and technology. But it is being
growingly realized by the sociologists, anthropologists, historians and
psychologists that "noneconomic factors such as social norms and
beliefs, psychological motivations for achievement, the legitimacy of
entrepreneurship", etc. help create conditions favourable for development
ofentrepreneurship in the society (Berger 1992 :3-4).

In the light of such an approach Berger has defined
entrepreneurship as "innovative and value-adding economic activity.
The individual, for example, who takes a few battered vehicles and tums
them into a taxi service, thus providing newservices, new employment
oppertunities, and a new source oftax revenues may be considered an
entrepreneur" {op. cit., 8). In this sense the culture ofentrepreneurship
is in evidence in different parts of North-East India, but it has yet to
assume the character of a widespread phenomenon.

There are several government schemes in operation, such as, the
establishment of District Industries Centres, provision of financial
assistance and loan for employment generation among unemployed
youths, TRYSEM, etc. and several official bodies for providing technical
and marketing assistance for starting and running of small industrial
units by the local entrepreneurs. One of the latest in the series is the
establishment of North-Eastern Development Finance Corporation.
Annual flow of resource from the centre for the planned development of

region is also quite substantial. Undoubtedly this has been bringing
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